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About This Game

Jest your way from obscurity to royal acclaim as the King’s pet, beloved by all! As a talented young court fool with dreams of
fame, scrabble with other young jesters to secure prestigious positions in the courts of Brenton's nobility. In a royal court

humming with intrigue, keep them smiling as spies, assassins, blackmailers, ambitious nobles and a reluctant Heir wait in the
wings.

Fool! is a 420,000-word interactive fantasy novel by Ben Rovik. It's entirely text-based, without graphics or sound effects, and
fueled by the vast, unstoppable power of your imagination.

Dive-roll into the tightrope world of Brenton's courtly entertainers, where your jests can see you seated at the right hand of
power, or set down to the gallows.

What manner of fool are you: the shrewd knave ever ready with a venomous quip? The renowned artiste at pains to stay above
the political fray? The bawdy buffoon known as much for off-stage antics as on-stage mirth? Or the clever counselor whose real
audience is the noble ear they whisper into? Face unruly audiences onstage and skulduggerous schemers in the wings! Can you

sling keen jests and still evade the whipping-post and assassin's blade? The kingdom itself will be shaped by your choices!

 Play as male, female, non-binary; gay, straight, bi or ace.

 Evade tossed produce, whippings, assassins and the stocks with your wit and quick feet!
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 Battle a lifelong rival for artistic glory within a secret society of writers and gadflys!

 Train your pet ape to master prodigious feats, or at least to stop biting you!

 Mediate between nobles to forge compromise; or stir them up to your own advantage!

 Partner with fellow thespians to win friends, or upstage them to win glory!

 Balance your passion for the limelight with your passion for ...passion!

When the Master calls, you'd do well to come running—with bells on!
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Legit this game is basically turn based counter strike. Hella fun. I 1v1 my freind on it a lot too. Played the Ipad version before I
knew it was on steam. I have this glitch where All the text just appears as boxes which is annoying, but It is still a hella fun game
and so worth it.

EDIT: Game developer even contacted me and helped me to fix the glitch in a few days total. Even gave me a sneak peek on
what the next update holds :). The music in this game is beautiful. A pleasant mix of Hawaiian ukulele, piano, and other things
that make for a wonderful listening experience.. Starts a bit slow but once you unlock some of the movement upgrades the game
really takes off.. Disappointing. graphics are more simplistic than the screenshots seemed ( to me) the physics also seem a bit
off. 4\/10. worst physic i ever seen and point doesnt take count of neither angle speed etc. penality for wall tap but not for
spinning out. the original doki doki literature club.. The music we love from the game we love. Brilliantly!
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Super fun and very innvovative! It has lots of elements from super meat boy, and is at perfect difficulty.. 10\/10 You can kill
your friends and take all their stuff
- You can play chicken fight with your friends
- Squad with your friends and kill other friends
- Squad with your friends and kill enemies
- Squad with your friends and hunt
- Squad with your friends and go on a looting spree
- Squad with your friends and do quests together
- Squad with your friends and solve puzzles
- Delve into caves with your friends
- Play hide and go seek with your friends
- Chop down trees with your friends
- Laugh at your friends when they get stuck and can't move
- Laugh at your friends when they die from falling
- Get stuck running around at night scared to death with your friends
- Swim with your friends and even drown with your friends
- Build with your friends and destroy with your friends
- Live with your friends and die with your friends

If you have no friends, there are plenty of NPCs and animals to talk to. Game is an absolute gem.. this game is a wonderful
throwback to retro side scrolling shooters. has beautiful animation. seeing the attention to detail with the various gun animations.
kawaii graphics. a classic highscore mechanism. fantastic music. humor and fun great game!. I honestly want to like this game...
a humble RTS, but there are so many frustrating items surrounding it; that playing it is a real grind. It is dissapointing the
amount of Bugs that this title has. The two which pretty much break the game are: 1. At times your units will stand there and get
slaughtered without returning fire and 2. The UI in the lower right hand of the screen will disappear -- meaning you can't
interact with mission objectives, reinforce, order new troops etc. I honestly wanted to like this game... but there are so many
frustrating items surrounding it that playing it is a real grind. Balance and difficulty are also factors which haven't been well
considered in this title. Futhermore, in light of all these problems, that fact that you can't save mid-mission is a real kick in the
teeth, esp. when a bug is encountered which makes completing a mission impossible.. I wanted this game to be cool. It looked
awesome in the trailer like a 3d realtime hearthstone. Unfortunately, it's\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 I played
through the entire campaign and won every "PVP" match (as they were clearly just bots with fake names) using only archers.
Just spam 1 mana archers all day to win everything in the game. 0 balance. 2\/10 can't recommend.. I liked this game but it
really isn't worth its price. If you buy the best wires, then the best chassis, you'll be able to win easy and normal mode always at
full speed. No need to play with the throttle. And in hard mode, it's almost unplayable because of the high speed and the camera.
I still recommend it at discount price.. The effort the developer put into this is truely insane! Great work!. Basically, in eariler
games they would be unlock rewards for completing the game encuraging multiple playthoughs.

Now it's segmented cynical cash in's of the modern game - for a 10 year old game. Not even worth 2 dollars. Game took 15 min
to beat, most of which was repeating the 9 total levels because of the horrible controls. Theres a cool-down on your gravity
power which is annoying and unnecessary. The jumping is super slippery and the horrible hitboxes mean if you land next to
something but don't touch it it still counts you as touching it and you die. Much of the game is trial and error, as you're falling
down an area and theres a path to side and if you don't somehow know its there you die, which you won't know your first time,
so you have to repeat it, which is terrible. The checkpoint system sucks. You place 3 total markers, which is moronic since in
most games like this you don't know when you'll die since its fast paced and with the poor platforming, meaning theyre barely
ever helpful. Theres no significant story, game just kind of ends. 4.5/10.
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